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Are you prepared to lead your team 
in times of uncertainty?

Discover a New Way Forward at The Lewis & Clark Experience.

Explore the key elements of successfully building and 

leading a team into an uncertain future using the  

Lewis and Clark Expedition as the historical backdrop.

Learn more about what it means to lead, like  
Lewis and Clark, in times of unknown and change.

fccsconsulting.com/lewis-and-clark
PREVIEW THE 
EXPERIENCE

https://www.fccsconsulting.com/lewis-and-clark
https://vimeo.com/663076089


What does it take to enter the unknown in 

order to discover a new way forward?  

To take uncertainty and turn it into opportunity?

Meriwether Lewis and William Clark left behind 

comfort and certainty to undertake a journey of 

discovery. They went beyond the bounds of what is 

known in order to forge a new path across uncharted 

territory. They chose to lead others into uncertainty, 

knowing that it would result in greater opportunity.

Who is this program for?

Similar to the Corp of Discovery, a diverse group of 

people of various backgrounds and traits will come 

together to learn new perspectives and build off of 

each other to be successful leading into the future. 

The following positions and more are welcome to join 

this powerful journey.

C-Suite, Executive Leadership, HR Leaders, Training & 

Development Leaders, Individual Contributors, Middle 

Management, Young Professionals

Leadership Lessons

Using their historic expedition as a backdrop, 

participants will explore the 5 key leadership lessons 

that made Lewis and Clark’s journey a success and are 

still critical today:

VISION

Setting a clear and powerful vision and 
communicating it to your team.

BUILDING YOUR TEAM

Creating a culture of trust and building 
a strong and cohesive team.

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES

Utilizing knowledge and insight from others and 
preparing to tackle obstacles seen and unseen.

RESILIENCE

Responding to emerging challenges and 
opportunities and maintaining a high level 
of adaptive resilience.

PROCEEDING ON

Acknowledging growth and transformation 
and celebrating victories along the way.
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The Lewis & Clark Experience at Skamania: 

Skamania Lodge - Stevenson, Washington

Over the course of 2.5 days, utilizing a variety of 

learning experiences, outdoor adventures and 

reflection, we will dive deep into what it means to lead, 

like Lewis and Clark, in times of unknown and change.

Contact John Regentin to discuss bringing this program to your organization. john.regentin@fccsconsulting.com

PREVIEW THE 
EXPERIENCE Experiential learning leverages classroom activities 

with outdoor adventures and time for reflection. 

Join the Lewis & Clark Experience in 2024.

fccsconsulting.com/lewis-and-clark

fccsconsulting.com
info@fccsconsulting.com  //  888.ASK.FCCS [275.3227]

2024 DATES:

May 13-16, 2024

August 12-15, 2024

September 9-12, 2024

102723
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